
Moon orbits into frame right to left. Reveals
frozen earth and slows orbit.

As moon orbits snow begins to blow into 
frame slowly.

Snow blows more intesly and overlaps 
the frame.

White transition. Snow transition into montage of snow covered France, Egypt, Japan, Rio De Jeneiro, and 
New York City. Fade to black.



Immediate jump into heavy snow driven 
dead forest.

Character walks into forground from out of 
the storm.

Camera pans from cape up to medium shot 
of character.

Character walks into frame right to left. 
Stops. Looks left towards deer.

Character stares at deer from long shot. Jump to deer from birds eye.

Two shot from birds eye. Character walking 
towards deer.

Character stands over deer. Jump to low angle shot of character staring 
at deer.



Jump to close up shot of deer. Deer closes eyes and dies from starvation 
and hypothermia. 

Jump to back shot of character standing over 
deer.

Character turns around. Character walks in from top-left to bottom-
right corner and enter slow motion.

Jump to slow motion medium shot of char-
acter walking to the distance left to right.

White transition. Fade transition into establishing shot of 
character walking into refugee slum.

Jumps to medium shot of character walking.



Jump to close up. Character looks left. Survivors sitting in slum.

Survivors praying to cross. Looks forward. Jump to wideshot of character looking at 
tree of hung suicide victims.

Character looks up at tree from low angle. Character hears a scream and looks left. Extreme close up of stabing through the 
heart.

Character looks right.



Zoom out to show man stabbing toddler. Jump to two shot of man and leggless 
mother reaching out.

Man looks back at mother.

Fullbody shot of mother in devastation. Backshot of man looking back at the mother. Turns around.

Close up of man smiling with a muzzle 
pointing at his head (comes into frame from 
right to left). 

Man changes facial expression into shock Jump to twoshot of Character pointing shot-
gun at man’s head.



Jump to new two shot. Character fires gun 
on man’s head.

Character looks back to see mother done 
crawling towards child.

Mother holds child in mourning. Jump to mediumshot of character looking 
back at mother and child.

Character turns to leave.

Mother and child dies in 
eachothers arms

End.


